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Tal ent Show
The 2016 Highland Oaks
Talent Show was amazing. So
many talented hawks performed
all kinds of acts. There was a
very big variety of acts
(instrumental acts, dance,
singing, and magic.) Two different
acts that were very cool were the
teachers act and and another act
done by five fifth graders. Both of
those acts were glow in the dark!
Another two acts that were
unique were the two magic acts.
The instrumental acts included
piano and violin. Also there was
one talented little boy that played
both the cello and the piano.
Dance acts were also another hit
that were performed at the talent
show. Overall the 2016 talent
show was a hit. We would like to
give a big thanks to Mrs. Phung
and Ms. Bertelson for being in
charge of the talent show. Also to
Mr. Grumm and his video club
members for doing the lights, the
cameras, recordings, and set.
By Kaya
(Newspaper st af f )

Mor e f r om t he Tal ent Show on
Page 18
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HANGINGOUT WITH MRS. CUNNINGHAM
School Fundr aiser
The Spellathon is over. Do you remember the reward for raising the most money? The
classes that donated and funded the most got to tape Mrs. Cunningham to the wall! Two
classes tied in this fundraising event. The two classes were Mrs. Kitteringham?s fifth
grade class and Mrs. Bump?s second grade class. Mr. Fernando also helped. This event
took place on January 12, 2016.Here are a few pictures of their work.
By St ephanie
(Newspaper st af f )

STUDENTCOUNCIL
Fr om The Pr esident and
Vice Pr esident
It was an amazing experience being
able to have the jobs of President and Vice
President. This was such an honorable
experience. We especially loved working
together. Getting to meet a lot of fabulous
Highland Oaks Hawks will also be
unforgettable. Announcing on the morning
broadcast and seeing kids participate in the
spirit days were really exciting because we
saw something we discussed in Student
Council come alive like crazy sock day or
Hawaiian day. Along with participating in
the spirit days, we got to meet some
amazing people. Student Council officers
got to meet Arcadia?s police officers and
firefighters when we delivered cookies for
courage to the stations.
This is definitely something we would
recommend as an extracurricular activity . It
is such a great experience and you even get
to meet some of the board members! We
worked hard to get ourselves to these
places. Self confidence is surely something
you need to include if you are going to
handle a big job. We truly loved getting to
be in the places of Vice President and
President. We thank everyone who has
supported us and made our dreams for our
school come true.

Spir it Day

By Kat ie and El l a
(newspaper st af f )
Elections were held on February 3rd. The new student council officers are:

STUDENT
COUNCIL
ELECTIONS

President: Gabriel Meyer Yen
VP: Nipun Batra
Secretary: Lily Gao
Treasurer: Flora Recendez
Caring Community: Nikka Jafari
Hawk Mascot: Christian Wells
PTSA REp: Holly Martinez
3rd grade activities: Daniella Gianna Spadara, Andrew Williams
4th grade activities: Kriztian Chavez
5th grade activities: Lucy Lu

PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE
Need To Resol v e A Conf l ict ? Use t he 7 Habit s!
Solving a problem does not mean just reacting AFTER the problem takes place. Why wait for a problem to
occur? Be proactive to prevent it or eliminate it. Do what you can to make sure problems do not occur in the first place.
Try to identify the cause of a potential problem, and work hard to eliminate or change it.
Remember, being a proactive problem solver means? I am a responsible person. I take initiative. I choose my actions,
attitudes, and moods. I do not blame others for my wrong actions.
Begin wit h t he end in mind: Solving problems is not about winning or losing or being right or wrong. 99% of the time, it is
about clearing up a misunderstanding. So when it comes to solving a problem, the ?end? that we need to keep in mind is
the relationship with the person with whom you are having the problem. So as you are resolving a conflict, please
remember to treat the person with respect, empathy, and kindness so you still have a positive friendship/relationship with
the person at the end of the conversation.
Remember, being a leader who begins with the end in mind means? I am careful to look for ways to be a good citizen. I
am an important part of my school and classroom. I contribute to my school and classroom?s safety and positive
environment.
Put f ir st t hings f ir st : The first step in any conflict resolution is to define the actual problem. Did you know that a problem
well-defined is half-way solved? For example, let?s say you saw your friend move your lunchbox that was placed by your
classroom and now you are feeling mad. The first thing to do is to go and ask your friend why he/she moved the lunchbox.
You may learn that your friend saw that the lunchbox was in a trail of ants and didn?t want your lunchbox to get infested.
Suddenly, your anger may transform into appreciation.
Remember, being a problem solver that puts first things first means? I spend my time on things that are most important.
In times of conflict resolution, this means that I do not spend my time saying bad things about others, spreading rumors, or
gossiping about others. Instead it means that I spend my time getting the facts and asking for help when I need it.
Think win- win: When conflicts arise, do not focus on who is to blame or ?who did it.? You don?t need to put others down in
order to get what you want. Thinking win-win means you just can?t insist on getting your way without thinking about other
people?s feelings. And don?t get jealous when something good happens to someone close to you. Instead, use your
proactive communication skills and empathic listening skills to brainstorm a solution to the problem at hand.
Remember, being a problem solver who thinks of win-wins means? I balance courage for getting what I want with
consideration for what others want. Everyone?s feelings are important. When conflicts arise, I look for third alternatives.
Seek f ir st t o under st and, t hen t o be under st ood: One thing is simple? if you do not understand the problem, it is very hard
to try to solve it. So try your best to stay calm and ask questions that will help you better understand the problem.
Remember, being a problem solver who seeks to understand, THEN to be understood means? I listen to other people?s
ideas and feelings. I try to see things from their viewpoints. I listen to others without interrupting. I am confident in voicing
my ideas. I look people in the eyes when talking.
Sy ner gize: Approach a problem as if everyone involved is on the same team. It is interesting that the letter ?I? is not used
to spell TEAM. The four letters in the word team can stand for ?Together Everyone Achieves More.? When conflicts are
resolved in anger and inappropriate actions, time will pass and you may actually forget what the conflict is about, but the
person you are having a problem with will always remember how you treated them. Synergizing means it is not your way
or my way, but a better way, a higher way.
Remember, being a problem solver who synergizes means? I value other people?s strengths and learn from them. I get
along well with others, even people who are different than me. I work well in groups. I seek out other people?s ideas to
solve problems because I know that by teaming with others we can create better solutions than anyone of us can alone. I
am humble.
Shar pen t he saw: Spending time with family and friends is a very important part of the day. Do your best to make that time
a positive and fun time. Conflicts are a natural part of relationships. When conflicts or problems come up, use the
situation as an opportunity to reflect, grow, or improve. Not having skills to solve a problem can be very stressful for
children and adults. Use the 7 Habits to help you solve problems. They are a recipe for success! Finally, keep in mind
that nobody is perfect. We all have weaknesses and faults. Sharpening the saw is about finding balance in your body,
mind, heart and soul. So use your body, mind, heart, and soul to find the good in people rather than judging or criticizing
others.
Remember, being a problem solver who sharpen the saw means? I spend time with family and friends. I learn in lots of
ways and lots of places, not just at school. I find meaningful ways to help others.
Be pr oact iv e:

Book Nook
Br idget o Ter abit hia

Book Tal k Wit h
Mr s. Lucas

A.R. Lev el : 4.6

The only thing Jess Aarons looks forward
to in his fifth grade year is being the fastest
runner in the whole school, and he?s been
training all summer long. Problem is, along
comes a setback that gets in the way of his
goal. Jess is now left with a dreadful
reputation of second place, until he meets the
bold girl who crossed the finish line firstLeslie Burke. Although this beginning isn?t a
promise for friendship, Jess and Leslie soon
become inseparable. Together they create
the magical kingdom of Terabithia where she
and Jess reign as king and queen of their
lovely kingdom in the woods, where their
imagination sets their only limits. Then one
morning, when an unexpected tragedy
occurs, only then is Jess able to finally
understand the abundant strength that Leslie
has given him.
By: LEna
(Newspaper st af f )

This month, Mrs. Lucas had a book talk
for the 4th and 5th graders. The book
was The Book of Three. This book was
also a book battle book for the 5th
graders. During the book talk, she
handed out treats of delicious
?munchings and crunchings.? During
the book talk, most people thought this
was a good book because of its
adventurous story. Also, The Book of
Three won the Newbery Medal which
makes it a fascinating book. This book,
as Mrs. Lucas says, is for inspiring
readers that like adventure with
mythical things. Also, Mrs. Lucas said
the February book talk is A Tangle of
Knots.
By: Al l ison
(Newspaper st af f )

MOVIE r EVIEW

St ar War s
TheFor ceAwakens

A long long time ago? In a galaxy far far away... JJ. Abrams created Star Wars the
Force Awakens. In my opinion this was a terrific movie packed with action and
excitement. Rotten Tomatoes, a movie rating website uses fans and critics to rate a
movie. Episode VII scored a whopping 93% from critics and from fans it got 90%. With
an average rating of 8.2 out of ten for critics and a 4.4 out of five stars. Finn and Rey
are some of the main characters in the movie bringing in a whole new generation of
jedi and the force. You will meet some of the old characters from the original trilogy,
including Leia, Han and Luke. The two most iconic droids are R2-D2 and C-3PO still
make an appearance, but a new main droid is introduced. The new droid is a BB unit
by the name of BB-8. He too has some important business to do.
Rey has come from Jakku, and she is a scavenger looking for parts when stumbling
across BB-8. There are many thoughts about who is the mother and father of Rey on
the web, what do you think? Poe Dameron as you probably have seen in his X- wing
is part of the resistance, but JJ. Abrams kind of changed the original colors of the Xwings, which I think were good color choices, even though I will always like the older
ones more. One of the last villains was Kylo Ren, he was the main one replacing Darth
Vader as another sith?s apprentice. Although not as strong as many thought he was,
Kylo is powerful with the force. There is a lot of controversy on Kylo Ren?s lightsaber.
What are your thoughts? Do you like it or not? With the movie starting out as a search
for Skywalker, you get the real feeling of how strong Kylo Ren is with the force. After
the burning down of the village BB-8 narrowly escapes and starts off on a journey
similar to R2-D2. After many conflicts the resistance gets information that the First
Order has built a Death Star like machine. The Order displays its power by destroying
a system. The resistance has sent pilots to destroy this tractor beam like weapon. With
the classic lightsaber battle there are many tragic scenes. Though there is a new
generation of jedi they still need to be trained by master.
By: Conner
(Newspaper st af f )

BB- 8

With all the Star Wars mania
happening, a toy that is arising is
the BB-8 toy by Sphero. It works
just like a Sphero and acts just like it
too, but one distinguishing
difference is that it is Star Wars
themed. It also has a head that
magnetically attaches and rolls
around along with the body. It even
has a Star Wars charging base! But
it can do a lot more. In addition to
rolling around, you can let BB-8
patrol on his own. He scoots around
your house and looks around all by
himself. He listens and responds to
your voice. He can even show
holograms! With a 60 minute
battery life, and a 30 meter range,
this smartphone controlled toy puts
the ?smart? back in the
?smartphone?. For $149.99, the
price is definitely worth it.
By: Ar ul
(Newspaper st af f )

Conser v ing
Wat er

Conserving water is an important
thing for our very dry California since
we are in a drought. Even though this
month it is a bit humid, we still have to
conserve water. You might think that
sometimes when there is rain, you don?t
have to conserve anymore. But you
have to think about it. All the rain has to
be able to provide for all of the people
around California. With your help by
conserving and some of the help from
the rain, we can help our state be a
non-dry state.
To help save, try taking less than 10
minutes for a shower or a 6-inch bath
and collect that water to use for other
things. Another thing to do is to water
your plants in the night or very early in
the morning. This way, the sun won?t
evaporate the water before the plants
get it. Also when brushing your teeth,
try filling a cup of water and don?t let the
water keep running from the spout.
When cleaning your driveway, you
should use a broom instead of a hose.
That could save up to 80 gallons of
water every time you do it. One more
way to conserve is when taking out
something frozen to thaw, do not fill a
pot of water and cook over the fire to
thaw. Instead, either microwave it or just
let it sit in the sink that thaw by itself.
All these useful ways can help our
state from having a drought. Conserving
water is a big thing right now and is one
of our major problems. If we conserve
enough water, we could save our state.
Let?s do this and start helping by
conserving!
By: Al l ison
(Newspaper st af f )

Chinese New Year
As some of you may know, Chinese New Year is
coming up soon. Although there are some
similarities between the Chinese New Year and the
New Year we usually celebrate, there are also
some differences.
Every year, many people might celebrate the
?American? New Year by watching the New
Year's Eve ball drop in New York, or they may
watch the Rose Parade here in Pasadena. Unlike
this New Year, Chinese New Year is celebrated
with food, dragon dances, firecrackers, and lucky
decorations such as lanterns which are hung on
doors or trees. Food such as chinese dumplings
and fish are eaten supposedly for good luck, and
decorations that are, or have some type of symbol
of a monkey may be hung around places such as
houses, since this year, it?s the year of the
monkey. In addition to that, there is another way
people celebrate that children may specifically like
the best. Normally, when people gather together,
the adults or elders would give a child a red
envelope, which would contain money inside of
them. The reason many decorations are red, is
because to Chinese, the color red is supposed to
mean good luck, but to also ward off all evil spirits.
Also, there are twelve different zodiac signs for
each year. The rat, ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake,
horse, goat, monkey, rooster, dog, and pig
complete the zodiac, each taking place once every
twelve years. While some people may be tigers,
others would be dragons. The zodiac is a way to
define you, as an animal for the year you are born
in. People born in 2005 would normally be a
rooster, but there is a catch to it. Even if you are
born in 2005, there would still be a possibility of
you being a monkey. Since Chinese used to go by
a lunar calendar, the Chinese New Year isn?t
always on the same designated date. For example,
this year, Chinese New Year is on February 9, but
last year, it was on February, 19. While

sometimes, it may be in January, other times, it
would be in February. For instance, since Chinese
New year is in February this year, people born in
January would of been born in the year of the
monkey, even though at the same time, they
weren?t exactly born in the year of the monkey.
Since this year is the year of the monkey, you
might want to know a few things about it. Some
believe that a monkey?s lucky numbers are 4 and
9, and their lucky days are the 14th and 28th of
any month according to a Chinese (lunar) calendar.
While their lucky days are the 14th or 28th of any
month, their lucky months are assumed to be the
8th or 12th lunar month. Their lucky colors are
supposed to be white, blue, or gold, and while
their lucky flowers are thought to be a
chrysanthemum or crape-myrtle. You may know
the different directions on a compass. North,
northwest, and west are also believed to be lucky
to monkeys, too. The monkey is the ninth in the
zodiac with the rat being first, and a pig being last.
Although this has already been divided into
different zodiac signs, each animal is then divided
into five different groups; gold, water, wood, fire,
and earth. This year is the year of the fire monkey,
which would mean that everyone but the people
born before February, 9, would not only be
considered as a monkey, but a fire monkey. As
believed by some Chinese, those born this year
would be ambitious and adventurous, but also
irritable. People who are born with the fire
element along with the monkey sign are known to
have a head for business and to think much of ties
of friendships. Because they try to reach for what
is beyond their grasp, they may go through ups
and down in life. Also, since fire monkeys tend to
not enjoy their lifestyle at home, they may leave
the place they grown up at to go make their own
fortune. In addition to that, they are predicted to
have a harmonious family, as well as having good
relationships with society. People born this year
are also said to be popular among friends.
Chinese New Year is a unique day occurring every
year, on the same day according to a lunar
calendar. Hopefully, you will be able to learn a few
things about this one-of-a-kind holiday.
By: Cl air e
(Newspaper st af f )

Chinese New
Year

Japanese New Year
You may have heard rumors that Japan has a lack
of parties. For example they don?t really celebrate
Christmas, but it doesn?t mean that during the new
year it is festive and boring. As a matter of fact, they
have different traditions on the New Year than the
west celebrates New Year and Chinese New Year.
The Japanese New Year is celebrated on January
1st. Have you heard of the word ?Omisoka?. Omisoka
is actually the name they gave for New Year?s Eve.
Why is it called Omisoka. In the old calendar, the last
day of each month is called ?misoka.? ?Miso? means
30 in Japanese and ?ka? means day. Although not each
month has 30 days, they kept the tradition of calling the
last day of the month ?misoka?. Therefore the last day
of the year was called Omisoka (great last day of the
month). However, after adopting the new calendar,
?misoka? wasn?t so popular anymore as it was back
then, but Omisoka remained. At the end of the year,
people begin cleaning their offices and houses because
they believe that after cleaning your house you can
purify your residence and welcome the
?Toshigami-sama? (god of the coming New Year).
Christmas isn?t so popular in Japan, so once Christmas
is over, New Year?s decoration come up and there are
decorations that are very popular and many people put
it on their front doors. It is called Kadomatsu.
Kadomatsu is made of three cut bamboo sticks and
pine tree branches, placed on their front door like
wreaths on Christmas day. The bamboo sticks
represent heaven, earth and humanity, are believed to
attract gods. The gods dwell in the pine until Jan 7,
after which time the decorations are taken to a shrine
to be burnt, releasing the spirits back to their realm.
?Joya no Kane? or purification bells are important at
New Year Buddhist ceremonies in which the priest
rings the bell 108 times. According to Buddhist beliefs,
the number 108 corresponds to the number of evil
desires that we suffer from. It is believed that by
listening to or ringing the bell 108 times, you can get
rid yourself of those evil desires. Many temples allow
people to participate in ringing the bell. On New Year?s
Day, you?ll see legions of Japan Post employees
whizzing along on scooters delivering New Year
greeting cards. Though the custom has lost some of its
popularity in recent years ? young people tend to avoid
sending the cards, while others design their own cards
and send them by email ? ?nengajo? are still important
for businesses and the older generation for expressing
appreciation and best wishes for the New Year.
Nengajo, many of which are hand-written, also have

By: Ir is
(Newspaper st af f )

lottery numbers on them. One of the most popular
activities on Japanese New Year is ? Hatsumode? or
first visit to shrine. Bigger shrines have hundreds of
people packed inside them. Many people prefer to visit
small shrines and people there burn incense sticks as
smoke puffs up. Smoke in japanese is called ? zuko?
and shrine visitors wave the smoke to their heads to
purify their spirits and bodies for the new year.
Another decoration they have on new year?s is an
arrow called ? Hamaya?. People take home the arrow
from the shrines to ward off evil spirits, but luckily the
arrow isn?t sharp and is only for decoration. On New
Year?s Day, children aged 22 and under receive
monetary gifts from their parents and grandparents in
specially decorated envelopes called ?Pochibukuro?
(Pochi bag). According to the Allabout questionnaire,
the popular amounts of ?otoshidama? are 1,000 yen for
children younger than 6, 3,000 to 5,000 yen for
children aged 6 to 17, and 10,000 yen for 18 to 20+
students. Many department stores and other retailers
now open on New Year?s Day, giving children a
chance to spend their otoshidama as well as tempting
other shoppers with these lucky bags. Some people hit
store after store and emerge with an armful of
?fukubukuro.? The bags contain various items with a
total value of twice the price of the bag.
New Year?s in Japan isn?t all about the decoration.
It is also about the food they enjoy to make and eat.
Around mid-night people eat ? Toshikoshi? soba
noodles to ward off evil spirits, but not everybody eats
soba to ward off evil spirits. Sometimes people wish to
have long lives as well or long-lasting connection with
their families. A tradition people do on new years is to
? Kagami? mochi. This is a decoration consists of two
round rice cakes and a mandarin (mikan) on top.
Traditionally, the cakes were adorned with a different
citrus fruit known as ?daidai,? which were considered
auspicious as the meaning of the word can be
translated to ?generation after generation?,
representing the family?s wish for a long and
prosperous bloodline. The rice cakes are supposed to
be an homage to the mirror of the sun goddess
Amaterasu. With its round, mirror-like shape,
?kagami-mochi? symbolizes the renewal of light and
energy at the start of a new year. While Japan has a
lack of parties, it doesn?t mean that during New Year it
is boring. As you can see Japanese New Year is
different from Chinese New Year and has many
traditions just like how we celebrate New Year's and
Chinese New Year.

Spor t s
The Day We Got Our Bl ack Bel t s
It was an exciting Saturday morning for my
brother and me because we were both testing to
get our black belts at Best U.S. TaeKwonDo Studio
in Arcadia. While we were waiting at the studio,
we both felt excited, nervous, and scared because
we were not sure if we would pass. We both could
see that the other students were also nervous just
like us. The testing period lasted about 2 hours
long. We first got into groups of four and did our
hand technique, which is when you use your hands
to block and punch. After that, we did our forms
which is when you display a choreograph set of
kicks and punches. We also had to do a breaking
technique which involved us breaking the boards
with two different punches and three different
kicks. The wooden board is about a centimeter
thick and can be painful to break. At the end of the
test, everyone had to do 100 push ups, 100
jumping jacks, 100 mountain climbers, 100 sit ups,
and 100 squats. After doing all of those exercises
we both collapsed to the floor. We were both out of
breath and our arms hurt like crazy from doing all
of those push ups. Leaving the studio, we thought
to ourselves if we were good enough to pass. A
few weeks later the results came in and my
brother and I were both excited to find out that we
had passed.
By: Et han and Tiar a
Cont r ibut or s: 3r d and
5t h Gr adeSt udent s

Quiddit ch
You may not know this sport but it is from
The Wizarding World of Harry Potter. It is also
a known sport around the world but mostly in
Canada . Last year the World Cup was held at
New York. The group that sponsors this is The
National Quidditch Association more
commonly known as the NQA. (If you just
heard about the NQA you are probably not a
Harry Potter Fan).
There are two types of quidditch wizard
quidditch and muggle quidditch but first let me
explain muggle quidditch. Either way the game
is a game played on brooms. It consist with
four balls. The quaffle, two bludgers, and a
golden flying ball the snitch. Now in muggle
quidditch the snitch is played by a person with
quick speed. In each team there are 3 chasers,
2 beaters, 1 keeper and 1 seeker. The chasers
will try to score the quaffle into one of the three
hoops. It is the keeper's job to prevent the
quaffle going through the hoop. Each score is
10 points each. The beater's job is to throw the
bludger at the opposite team (This is muggle
quidditch) . The seeker will try to catch the
snitch before the opposite team?s seeker gets
it. The game ends when the snitch is caught.
The snitch is worth 150 points. Now to wizard
quidditch. The rules are the same but some
differences. For example in wizard quidditch
the snitch is an actual flying golden ball. To add
to that wizards fly on actual brooms like the
nimbus 2000 or the Firebolt.The beaters would
prevent the bludger from hitting their team.
This may not be a known sport to you but it
is one of the special sports unlike any other.
By: AN
(Newspaper st af f )

Side by Side Concer t

As you may know, the annual Side By Side concert was on the 30th of
January. This was the 3rd annual concert in all the years. Very talented
elementary students played side by side with high school students playing
various songs. This included themes from the Nutcracker, Shakers Hymn,
and more. The instruments were violin, viola, cello, and bass. The
orchestras in each school practiced very hard to make this concert the
best. The high schoolers were a very capable group of students and used
their knowledge to help the elementary students with their music. There
were two practice recitals. One was on the 4th and on the morning of the
concert on the 30th. The concert included conductors like Mr. Peck and
Mr. Henning. It was a wonderful experience.
By: AN
(Newspaper st af f )

What 's Happening in 5t h Gr ade
Chemist r y wit h Mr s. Kish

As soon as Mrs. Phung?s fifth
grade class walked into Mrs. Kish?s
fifth grade science classroom, we
saw all the reactants (which are 2
or more ingredients to make a new
substance on the tray) and started
to mumble about what would
happen. Soon enough, after the
learning process, we did and you?ll
never believe the product of the
experiment. Down below are some
of the pictures of the final product.
By: Kat ie
(Newspaper st af f )

Hawks Lov e Science
Rain Gauges in 1st Gr ade
On January 5, Mrs. Rees?s class did a very
exciting science experiment. During science time,
they learned to make rain gauges. Rain gauges are
tools used by weather scientists to measure how
much rain falls. The rain gauge is basically a
container without a lid with a ruler to measure how
many inches of rain have fallen. They used water
bottles to make rain gauges. The first step to make
a rain gauge was to first drink all the water inside
the water bottle! Since we?re in a drought, we can?t
waste any water. Then, in class, they cut off the
bottom of the water bottle, then taped it back
inside so the bottom of the rain gauge would be
flat. After that, they used a tape ruler and stuck it
to the bottle so they would be able to measure the
water. Here are some examples of their work.
By: St ephanie
(Newspaper st af f )

What ev er Fl oat s Your Boat
2nd Gr ade St em Act iv it y
We used a mixture of science, technology,
engineering, art and math to design a boat that can
hold a lot while floating and have speed. In the
beginning of the project, we used aluminum foil to
create a boat that can carry a lot of plastic toy bears.
It?s also designed to have lots of speed. We had so
much fun!
By: Minna, Viv ian, Russel l , and Mil es
Cont r ibut or s: 2nd Gr ade

4t h Gr ade Fiel d Tr ip
Wal t Disney Concer t Hal l
On Wednesday, January 20th, the fourth graders took a bus to the Disney Concert Hall for a field
trip. The Concert Hall was huge, and Highland Oaks was lucky enough to get front seats to watch.
The show was about a surfer trying to ?feel? the ocean in the music. The music was very beautiful,
and the surfer was good at acting, and so was the rest of the cast. I think the violinists were
particularly skillful, because they could play with their tones so much. The musicians imitated the
ocean at dawn, the sun rising, and a big finale with a thunderstorm. We all had a great time at the
Concert Hall, and we hope for more field trips just as fun!
By: Chl oe
Cont r ibut or : 4t h Gr adeSt udent

Kinder gar t en Ex pl or es Mat t er
Ice Cast l e Day
On January 20th, Kindergarten
had an Ice Castle Day! Each child
brought in a piece of ice they had
made at home. The students used
food coloring, glitter, ribbons, beads
and many more creative resources to
mix with their water to decorate their
ice. Each Kindergarten class dressed
up in their winter outfits and made an
ice castle out of their pieces of ice.
The kids got to observe different
stages of matter, learn about
weather, and the water cycle. Each
class had a great time building and
observing their special creations!

Let 's Dance wit h 3r d Gr ade

All third graders are learning dance in the MPR for several weeks. The first
week, Mrs. Smith coached a dance called The Freeze Dance. In the beginning,
students thought that this was an ?average? warm up, but there were dance steps
that needed to be followed. Some of the movements were Arm Curl, Walk in
Place, and Heel Raise. Many student enjoyed this dance. After that, we learned
how to dance ?The Mexican Hat Dance? from Mrs. Sarrail. This time, students
would form a circle around a sombrero, a mexican hat. Most of us danced
around a cone or a jacket. There were complicated movements that kept us
moving while we were dancing around and around in a circle. Also, we had to
listen for the rhythm. Some students exclaimed that the Mexican Hat Dance was
entertaining and fun to learn.
This week, we learned the Hand Jive, Macarena, and the Cha cha Slide and
taught by Mrs. Kennedy. Surprisingly, most of the students were already familiar
with these dances. We moved our hands smoothly to follow the beat. Teachers
and students danced together. Soon, Mrs. Aronow will teach us the Square
Dance, and American traditional dance originally from the British Isles, and Mrs.
Britt will teach us The Troika, a traditional Russian dance. This unit has been a
blast so far, for most Highland Oaks third grade scholars.
By: Sabr ina and Ava
Cont r ibut or s: 3r d Gr ade

Col l abor at ion wit h Hol ly Av enue

Mrs. Kitteringham?s Core Plus Group had the chance to peer edit the work
of students at Holly Avenue. In return Highland Oaks students had to write
them an essay and let them check it. In Core Plus we practice our writing
skills and learn how to get better. I think this was a great experience to have
a different school check our work. After writing our essay, Mrs. Kitteringham
reminded us how to comment (check) on other students?work. Finally, we
got to read our partner?s work. I was really excited because it is not
everyday that you get to work with another school on an everyday project! I
was happy to help improve my partner's work and I was really glad to have
some pointers to help me finish my writing. This was a fantastic experience
and I hope I can do it again.
By: El l a
(Newspaper st af f )

The Januar y Diamant e Poem
Winter
Cold, Long,
Falling, Shining, Enchanting,
White, Icy, Popsicles, Beaches
Sizzling, Splashing, Cooling,
Hot, Long,
Summer

By: Al l ison
(Newspaper st af f )

Comic St r ip

By: Tanaya
Cont r ibut or : 4t h gr ade st udent

St udent Council El ect ions

Student Council candidates.

Mor e Fr om The Tal ent Show
The Tal ent Show
We had really great talent this year at the talent show. It was amazing. We had really
great singers, dancers, magicians, and pianos. Also Ella, the student council president,
and Katie, the student council vice president, had really good jokes. When the teachers
performed, they were really funny. It was hard for me to pick which one was my favorite
but when I decided it had to be Let's Get Ridiculous by Shant,Grant,Even,Jackson,and
Kaanan. But my second favorite was Confident by Kaya, Katie, Ella, Chase, and
Annamaria. I hope all parents had the chance to watch their child perform.
By: Jake
Cont r ibut or : 3r d

Phot o Cr edit
Mr s. Sir iani

NEWSPAPER IDEAS
If you have an idea for Hawk Headlines, please complete the Google Form
available through the link below. This may be something that you would like to
write about, an essay or poem that you are proud of, a piece of art, a class
activity,an outside of school activity, or anything else that you feel would be a great
addition to our school newspaper. All ideas will be considered, but depending on
the number of submissions, all articles may not make it to the publication. The next
edition is planned for March

https://goo.gl/GoCCQq
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